Rud kept watching the water gage glass. From full it dropped rapidly as steam went through the smokestack. It went down to three quarters and kept slipping.
The hard pull and more than half the hill was now behind them. The fireman went to his injector, opened it a trifle. He closed and opened it again.
Rud crossed the cab to ask: “What’s the matter?”
“Damn thing’s broke an’ I can’t seem to get it started again.”
Rud elbowed him away and took the handle. He tried a dozen times but could not get the thing going. Then he left it shut and returned to the right side. He tried the right injector. It would not start. He opened the squirt hose, but still no water.
Jim Weatherby, who was watching now, left the throttle and tried both injectors. The gage was down now almost to a quarter glass.
“Have you got water in the tank?”
“I’ll see.” Rud went over the tender with a clinker hook and measured.
“We’ve got over half a tank.”
Weatherby let Rud have the throttle while he worked with the injectors, trying first one and then the other. The water on the gage kept falling. Neither injector would pick it up.
The fireman quit scooping coal. The head brakeman came off the seat and stood in the deck debating whether duty required his presence in the cab.
Trouble was brewing!
When the water in a locomotive boiler takes a nose dive and both injectors quit, it’s time for brakemen to hit for the rear end hunting hot boxes, because a boiler explosion is just around the corner.
A boiler explosion is one thing that men—even brave men—don’t break speed records trying to get into. It is deadly. Many a poor devil who has forgotten to check his water, let it get off a crown sheet, and tried to cover up his blunder and save his job by easing in a little water, has been picked up in scraps out of somebody’s wheat field.
Many another’ one, who was innocently taken out an engine which over-zealous officials have kept in service after its seams have weakened, has gone to give testimony against selfish greed in the world beyond.
Rud was thinking of the possibility of a boiler explosion, and these facts ran through his mind as the 153 pounded along the rails with a string of freight cars jolting behind.
People just can’t believe there’s enough force in a locomotive boiler full of hot water to hurl a man a half-mile and hang him on the limb of a blackjack, or to lift a hundred-ton boiler off its frame and send it hurtling through the air as if shot from a cannon.
But the force is there. It is hidden in the heat energy which water snatches from burning coal when it boils and changes from liquid into vapor. Its exploding agent is lessened pressure and temperature which makes the vapor spill its heat energy.
Briefly, Rud told himself, it works like this: At sea level, water boils at 212 degrees. Increasing pressure raises the boiling point—the higher the pressure, the hotter the water must be before it sloughs its compact liquid form and expands into high-powered, bulky steam. Under a pressure of 180 pounds to the square inch, it boils at 380 degrees instead of 212.
Rud knew these things, knew the cause of boiler explosions. At 180 pounds pressure and 380 degrees temperature, a 2500o-gallon boiler full of water has 2 ½ billion foot-pounds of heat energy all stored up ready to turn loose. This energy, if all released at once and used in one direction is sufficient to lift a hundred-ton locomotive not a few hundred feet off the right of way—but two and a half miles straight up in the air!
After all, Rud couldn’t exactly blame Molly for feeling the way she did about the railroad. Railroading does have danger, especially when you’re riding a Civil War relic whose boiler is chock full of so much potentially destructive energy.
Your boiler with its seams and bolts and braces holds this energy in its belly. A seam springs a leak. Staybolts give way. Water gets off a crown sheet. The crown sheet gets red and stretches. Explosive action darts through like lightning. A little steam leaks. The leak lowers pressure. The pressure lowers boiling point. Water flashes into steam at lowered pressure—and your explosion is on!
“That’s one way,” Rud reflected grimly. “There are others.”
Maybe neither seam nor bolt nor sheet gives way. The hog is standing still. The fireboy fills the boiler through his injectors and builds a fire under it. Water gobbles up the heat. It gets hotter and hotter. Motionless, it does not boil. It becomes superheated. Fire keep pouring more energy into it.
Sudden movement—the tap of a hammer, the opening of a throttle. The sleeping energy awakes. Water tries to flash into steam.
Rud was aware that if the safety-margin in boiler strength is sufficient, the boiler holds the water down until equilibrium between steam and water is again established. Nothing happens and nobody knows about it. But rust and years and miles lick the margin of safety off boiler metal—pits, seams, warping. That’s what makes widows and orphans.

